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abrdn Sustainable Investing
At abrdn, environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations have been an integral part of our decision-making 
process for over 30 years.

The Sustainability Institute, Asia-Pacific leads our regional strategy, driving internal and external knowledge exchange, 
encouraging investment community engagement and providing ESG investing insights for individual investors. This gives 
abrdn a breadth and depth of understanding of clients’ needs and pertinent industry issues. 

Our embedded expertise, proprietary research and tools, as well as an active ownership approach adds value to our clients.

Active ownership
For enhanced 
outcomes and value
We actively engage with 
companies throughout the 
investment lifecycle, as well 
as undertaking proxy voting 
and advocacy activities.  
We believe that this drives 
better investment returns, 
protecting and enhancing 
value for our clients.

Investment  
thesis & tools

Protecting and 
enhancing long-

term value

• Active engagement
• Advocacy

• Proxy Voting

Global and  
embedded expertise
for comprehensive analysis
Our global Sustainability Group partners  
with experts embedded within asset 
class and business functions, to offer truly 
comprehensive investment-critical insight. 

Proprietary  
research and tools 
for critical investment insight
Our proprietary in-house research and  
tools complement a combination of external 
data sources. This allows us to undertake  
well-rounded and independent analysis,  
as well as more rigorous reporting, on top  
of industry benchmarks. This means that  
we offer unique insight to our clients.

Proprietary tools, including: 
 . Climate Scenario Analysis Tool
 . Carbon Footprinting Tool 
 . ESG House Score 
 . Engagement Tool

 

c.30
members of our 
Investments Vector 
Sustainability Group

c.30 
dedicated ESG 
analysts across 
investment desks

700+
investment professionals trained on  
sustainable investing and proprietary tools 

Source: abrdn, March 2023.
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abrdn portfolio solutions incorporating sustainability factors  
which may include specific sustainable objectives.

Sustainability Thematic
For investors interested in specific 
sustainable themes.
Portfolio solutions with a clear objective 
to target specific sustainability-related 
thematic opportunities such as climate 
change, biodiversity and water.

Impactful
For investors targeting specific and 
measurable sustainable objectives.
Portfolio solutions that target a defined 
sustainable objective, for example a 
material alignment to the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, or to deliver 
intentional, measurable, positive social  
or environmental impacts. 

ESG Enhanced
For investors focused on enhancing 
ESG integration with portfolio level 
sustainability targets and negative filters.
Portfolio solutions that include negative 
exclusions and may include ESG and  
carbon targets.

Sustainability Aware
Portfolio solutions that proactively 
manage and target alignment of 
environmental or social characteristics 
through specific sustainability 
targets, negative exclusions and 
carbon commitments. 
Additional measures may include positive 
screens, and an aim to allocate to 
sustainable companies/activities. 

The abrdn Sustainability+ Product Framework is abrdn’s own methodology for our range of solutions within this framework only. It serves as a basis for defining targets  
and metrics to measure our investment solution against sustainability progress in various defined areas. Our framework may relate to regulatory requirements like SFDR  

but is not purposefully designed to match any one current or future taxonomy system. Instead, it is dynamic and we will regularly review and amend it as required to comply with a 
range of applicable regulatory requirements. 

ESG factors are integrated into our investment process



Region 

Framework

ESG  
Enhanced

Sustainability  
Aware

Sustainability  
Thematic Impactful 

Global 
Markets 
(Excl. APAC)

Equities
Global Innovation Equity 
Global Mid-Cap Equity 
North American Smaller 
Companies  
European Smaller Companies 
Global Smaller Companies 

Fixed Income
Total Return Credit 
Global Short Dated Corporate 
Bond 

Multi-Asset
Responsible Global Asset 
Strategies 

Equities
Europe ex UK Sustainable Equity 
European Sustainable Equity  
Global Sustainable Equity 
UK Sustainable Equity 

Fixed Income
Global Corporate Sustainable Bond 
Euro Corporate Sustainable Bond 
US Dollar Credit Sustainable Bond 

Equities
Global Climate & Environment 
Equity 

Fixed Income
Climate Transition Bond 

Multi-Asset
Multi-Asset Climate 
Opportunities 

Equities
Global Equity Impact 

Emerging 
Markets 
(EM)

Equities
EM Debt Sustainable and 
Responsible Investment 
EM Equity 
EM Infrastructure Equity 
EM Smaller Companies  

Fixed Income
EM Corporate Bond 

Equities
EM Sustainable Equity 

Equities
Emerging Markets 
SDG Equity

Fixed Income
Emerging Markets 
SDG Corporate Bond

Asia Pacific 
(APAC )

Equities
Asian Smaller Companies  
India Equity 
 

Equities
All China Sustainable Equity 
Asia Pacific Sustainable Equity  
China A Share Sustainable Equity  
Sustainable Asian Opportunities Equity 
Sustainable International Equities
Sustainable Emerging Opportunities 
Equity
Japanese Sustainable Equity 
Japanese Smaller Companies 
Sustainable Equity 

Fixed Income
Asian Credit Sustainable Bond 
Asia High Yield Sustainable Bond 

Equities
Asian SDG Equity 

Our Solutions
To help our clients achieve their long-term investment aims. 
We have developed a number of sustainable investing solutions1 for our clients’ different sustainability  
preferences, financial ambitions, and tolerance to risk.

1 Note: The above mentioned solutions are provided to illustrate our range of capabilities only and may not be available in all jurisdictions .
The abrdn Sustainability+ Product Framework is abrdn’s own methodology for our range of solutions within this framework only. It serves as a basis for defining targets and metrics 
to measure our investment solution against sustainability progress in various defined areas. Our framework may relate to regulatory requirements like SFDR but is not purposefully 
designed to match any one current or future taxonomy system. Instead, it is dynamic in nature and will be regularly reviewed and amended as required to comply with a range of 
applicable regulatory requirements.
In addition, given the different defining criteria of sustainable funds by different regulators across jurisdictions, an Article 8 or 9 fund under the SFDR may not necessarily be 
categorised as a ‘sustainable’ or ‘ESG’ fund in the respective Asia Pacific markets. 



Article 8 
We manage a wide range of products that are 
classified as Article 8 under SFDR. Their objective is to 
promote social and/or environmental characteristics 
(and follow good governance practices). These 
funds can follow a range of different approaches to 
achieve this aim. However, most of our options utilise 
a combination of ‘best-in-class’ active selection, as 
well as exclusions to avoid industries and companies 
at odds with the funds’ objectives. These include our 
Sustainability+ product range range, and several other 
investment solutions. Details of available funds can be 
found on our local websites. 

As well as our wide range of Article 8 and 9 funds, 
we provide sustainable solutions in local and regional 
structures, tailored to the sustainable requirements of 
those markets. 

Article 9 
We believe it is possible for our clients to seek a 
financial return while addressing the world’s major 
challenges. These include climate change, inequality 
and unsustainable production and consumption. 
That’s why we have developed a number of strategies 
that are classified Article 9 under the European Union’s 
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR). 

An Article 9 fund is defined as “a fund that has 
sustainable investment as its objective or a reduction 
in carbon emissions as its objective.” Further, Article 9 
funds must:
 . incorporate good governance into the investment 

strategy (i.e. assess employee relations, board 
structure, remuneration and more) 

 . assess the portfolio against the principle of  
“do no significant harm”.

Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)

Introduced by the European Commission (EC) and effective in March 2021, SFDR compels financial market 
participants and advisers to provide more sustainability related information. The goal is to ensure investors have  
the information they need to make investment decision in line with their sustainability goals. It also seeks to avoid  
the ‘greenwashing’ of financial products and advice.

Greenwashing is when a company misleads investors about its environmental credentials. Companies must 
categorise any financial product sold in the EU as Article 6, 8 or 9 (there’s no 7).

The abrdn Sustainability+ Product range is aligned with SFDR.
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Important Information
Investment involves risk. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may 
get back less than the amount invested.

The investments referred to may not be authorised for distribution in all jurisdictions in which abrdn operates. For further 
information, please speak to your usual contact at abrdn or visit our website abrdn.com. Investors should read the relevant 
offering documents and consult with their own advisers before investing.

The information in this document is not for general circulation and should not be considered an offer, or solicitation, to 
deal in any funds. The information is provided on a general basis for information purposes only, and is not to be relied on 
as investment, legal, tax or other advice, as it does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs of any specific investor. 

Any research or analysis used to derive, or in relation to, the information herein has been procured by abrdn for its own 
use, and may have been acted on for its own purpose. The information herein, including any opinions or forecasts have 
been obtained from or is based on sources believed by abrdn to be reliable, but abrdn does not warrant the accuracy, 
adequacy or completeness of the same, and expressly disclaims liability for any errors or omissions. As such, any person 
acting upon or in reliance of these materials does so entirely at his or her own risk. Past performance is not necessarily 
indicative of future performance. Any projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events or 
performance of countries, markets or companies are not necessarily indicative of, and may differ from, actual events or 
results. No warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted by abrdn, for any loss, arising directly or 
indirectly, as a result of any action or omission made in reliance of any information, opinion or projection made  
in this document. 

The information herein shall not be disclosed, used or disseminated, in whole or part, and shall not be reproduced, copied 
or made available to others. 

abrdn reserves the right to make changes and corrections to the information, including any opinions or forecasts 
expressed herein at any time, without notice. 

This communication constitutes marketing, and is available in the following countries/regions and issued by the respective 
abrdn group members detailed below. abrdn group comprises abrdn plc and its subsidiaries:
(entities as at 02 July 2023)

Asia-Pacific

Australia and New Zealand: abrdn Oceania Pty Ltd (ABN 35 666 571 268) is a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR 
No. 001304153) of MSC Advisory Pty Ltd, ACN 607 459 441, AFSL No. 480649 and Melbourne Securities Corporation 
Limited, ACN 160 326 545, AFSL No. 428289. In New Zealand, this material is provided for information purposes only. 
It is intended only for wholesale investors as defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act (New Zealand). Hong Kong: 
abrdn Hong Kong Limited. This document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. Malaysia: 
abrdn Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Company Number: 200501013266 (690313-D). This document has not been reviewed by the 
Securities Commission of Malaysia. Thailand: Aberdeen Asset Management (Thailand) Limited. Singapore: abrdn Asia 
Limited, Registration Number 199105448E. 
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